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As the name implies, The Scale Cabinetmaker was, at its very heart, a journal and a resource for scale
modeling. In a hobby too often aligned with the "that looks about right" scale, TSC set a standard, which
was maintained over its 20 year lifespan. In his concluding essay concerning scale and The Scale
Cabinetmaker (TSC 20:2), Jim Dorsett wrote:
Swimming across what was then and still remains the dominant current in a hobby that is the
preserve of the collector of miniatures, we proposed the magazine should be focused exclusively on
scale modeling. There were and will always be publications which reflect the interests of collectors, the
need was for one which with tunnel vision served the needs of the builder of miniature, the person
whose passion was for the process of building the object rather than possessing it.
By scale modeling, we meant the reduced scale reproduction of full scale or life size houses,
furniture, and related objects....we accepted a scale of 1:12 (one inch to the foot) as our norm.
Applying that definition, we determined that the content of the magazine should begin where kit
assembly ends...Instead, the new magazine's content would begin with the modification of kits in which
the modeler changes the design and the structure of the kit model on the basis of knowledge and
additional measurement. We called it "kit bashing" in the early issues of TSC, introducing to the hobby a
term long known to model railroaders but foreign to miniaturists.
The core of the magazine's content would be the presentation of scale modeling plans and
directions, coupled with information on tools and modeling techniques essential to their reproduction...
We intended to put a measuring instrument, a tool, a piece of material, and a plan into the hands of the
reader, depending on that combination to work its own magic. As we predicted that the measure of the
magazine's success would be the development of its reader beyond its plans to the measurement of the
prototype itself, the design of the scale model, and any further dependence on the publication. In effect,
the success of the magazine would be measured by the eventual graduation of its readers.... (TSC 20:2)
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